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Experience the power of e-Con: extend the 

capabilities of Salesforce (CPQ) with a robust 

and flexible Configuration engine. Stretch your 

CPQ solution to virtually no limits with more 

power, more flexibility and a higher ROI.

Salesforce CPQ  
Advanced  
Configure Engine. 
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Over 25,000 users across a 
variety of industries are using 
e-Con CPQ for over 15 years! 

30
countries

+25,000
users +500

businesses

MEET US ALL OVER THE WORLD
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BENEFITS

Salesforce CPQ has 
never been closer to 
your business Unbeatable integration 

Metadata driven: read and write 
directly to any entity in Salesforce, 
always be up to date. 

Lightning Fast 

Our engine gives you the fastest way 
to handle complexity. Multiple layers 
of dependencies with no lag time. 

Exemplary CPQ modeling 

e-Con is a managed package, but rules 
can be debugged. Copy, paste and 
edit any model, logic or rule. 

Visualization 

Assist users by creating stunning 
visual material. Static pictures, 
sketches, real-time rendering of 2D/
3D pictures, or Augmented Reality.  

Return on Investment 

Increase ROI: e-Con Studio 
tools save time and effort, resulting 
in a relatively low TCO.  

Experience the ease of use of Salesforce CPQ 
with the advanced capabilities of the robust  
e-Con Configuration Engine.
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INTEGRATION

Why metadata? 

Real time, Less Maintenance  
e-Con draws from real-time Salesforce data to keep your CPQ in sync effortlessly.  
 
Virtually unlimited complexity  
Increase layers of dependency, rules and inputs without adding lag-time!  

Sell anywhere  
e-Con runs from anywhere in Salesforce, even Salesforce Communities, to serve any 
use case you can imagine.

e-Con does not add another database to your overhead. We use metadata to 
create a flexible, generic integration with Salesforce that allows our CPQ to read/
write any table in Sales Cloud, Marketing Cloud or Service Cloud.  

Configurations can be mapped easily from our Engine to native or custom tables in 
the Salesforce data model without programming or additional interfaces. Modelers 
can literally drag ‘n drop tabular data fields into the model. When the sale is made, 
e-Con pushes data back to Salesforce instantly.

Metadata is our Secret Sauce 
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Most CPQs offer an “imperative” Rules Engine... as in a sentence that is a command 
and ends in an exclamation mark.  

Imperative CPQs dictate the sequence a user must take to reach a final product/
service configuration. Only one input can be filled at any time. Imperative works OK 
for simple products. If a user needs to answer the last question first, then they can 
just play around until they find something that works. But more complicated 
offerings exponentially increase the time-cost of “playing around.” Very soon a tool 
can become unusable from the user’s standpoint.  

e-Con offers you a declarative Rules Engine, as in “I the user declare what I want, 
when I want.” Answer any question or input, and e-Con will calculate all the logical 
implications, making all adjustments necessary to the remaining inputs.  

This allows the user to execute their priorities in the order that makes sense to 
them without complications, creating a simpler, more satisfying sales experience. 

RULES ENGINE

Why a “Declarative” Rules Engine? 
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